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ABSTRACT
Large star-to-star abundance variations are direct evidence of multiple stellar populations in Galactic globular clusters (GCs). The main and
most widespread chemical signature is the anti-correlation of the stellar Na and O abundances. The interquartile range (IQR) of the [O/Na]
ratio is well suited to quantifying the extent of the anti-correlation and to probe its links to global cluster parameters. However, since it is quite
time consuming to obtain precise abundances from spectroscopy for large samples of stars in GCs, here we show empirical calibrations of
IQR[O/Na] based on the O, Na abundances homogeneously derived from more than 2000 red giants in 22 GCs in our FLAMES survey. We find
a statistically robust bivariate correlation of IQR as a function of the total luminosity (a proxy for mass) and cluster concentration c. Calibrated
and observed values lie along the identity line when a term accounting for the horizontal branch (HB) morphology is added to the calibration,
from which we obtained empirical values for 95 GCs. Spreads in proton-capture elements O and Na are found for all GCs in the luminosity
range from MV = −3.76 to MV = −9.98. This calibration reproduces in a self-consistent picture the link of abundance variations in light
elements with the He enhancements and its effect on the stellar distribution on the HB. We show that the spreads in light elements seem already
to be dependent on the initial GC masses. The dependence of IQR on structural parameters stems from the well known correlation between c
and MV , which is likely to be of primordial origin. Empirical estimates can be used to extend our investigation of multiple stellar populations
to GCs in external galaxies, up to M31, where even integrated light spectroscopy may currently provide only a hint of such a phenomenon.
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1. Introduction
The dawn of observations of multiple stellar populations in
Galactic globular clusters (GCs) dates back to more than 30
years ago. Since then, a major effort has been devoted to quan-
tifying the amount of the stellar component whose composition
deviates from the typical pollution given by core-collapse su-
pernovae (SNe) in a metal-poor environment.
The first attempts concerned the dichotomy of CN and CH
bandstrengths observed in GC stars (primarily giants, see the
focus review by Smith 1987). The ratios of CN-weak to CN-
strong stars were used as fingerprints of the star to star abun-
dance variations in GCs and to investigate possible links to
global cluster parameters (see e.g. Norris 1987, and, more re-
cently Kayser et al. 2008, Pancino et al. 2010). This approach
essentially discriminates two main components: first genera-
tion (FG) stars, with the typical chemical pattern of metal-poor
halo stars, and second generation (SG) stars, whose composi-
tion was very likely altered by the nuclearly processed mat-
ter ejected from massive stars of the first component. This, in
short, is the classical scenario summarized, together with its
history, drawbacks and open issues, in a number of reviews
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with all the necessary references (Kraft 1994, Gratton et al.
2004, 2012, Bastian and Lardo 2018).
An obvious advantage of CH/CN-based indicators is that
the method can be easily extended to large samples by using
suitable photometric bandpasses sensitive to C and N absorp-
tion features (see e.g. Briley 1997, Briley et al. 2001, Milone
et al. 2012a, Monelli et al. 2013). Among the cons, we men-
tion the warning put forward by G.H. Smith and collaborators
(see Smith et al. 2013, Smith 2015), that probably photom-
etry and spectroscopy may not see exactly the same things,
most photometric indexes being ‘blind’ to the alterations in
the abundances of heavier elements. As a consequence, it is
more difficult to quantify the contributions when higher ranges
of temperatures are involved in the proton-capture reactions of
the complete CNO cycle (Denisenkov and Denisenkova 1989,
Langer et al. 1993) responsible for alterations in species such
as O and Na, not to mention Mg and Al.
A typical example is provided by the anti-correlation of
Na with O abundances in GC stars discovered by the Lick-
Texas group about 30 years ago (see Kraft 1994, Gratton et al.
2004 for references). As large samples of stars in several GCs
became routinely available thanks to efficient, high multiplex
spectrographs, Carretta (2006) proposed to use the interquartile
range IQR of the [O/Na] distribution to quantify the extent of
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Fig. 1. IQR[O/Na] for Galactic GCs as a function of the to-
tal absolute magnitude MV (upper panel), and residual around
this relation as a function of the cluster concentration c (lower
panel). Both panels are reproduced fromCarretta et al. (2014a).
this main chemical signature of multiple populations in GCs.
Being defined as the middle 50% of a data sample, the IQR
is a robust indicator, insensitive to outliers, not very sensitive
to small number statistics and upper limits. The IQR is driven
by the fraction of stars where the changes in composition are
more evident (Carretta et al. 2010a). The IQR[O/Na] seems to
be a good tool to probe the interplay between the internally
processed matter and the leftover pristine gas resulting in the
formation of SG stars.
However, despite the modern instrumentation, this ap-
proach may be time consuming, if very fertile. During our
FLAMES survey devoted to the link between the Na-O anti-
correlation and horizontal branch (HB) morphology (Carretta
et al. 2006) we invested about 12 years to collect homogeneous
abundances for more than 2500 red giant branch (RGB) stars
in 25 GCs. From this unprecedented database, we found that
IQR[O/Na] is well correlated with the present-day total clus-
ter mass, as expressed for example, by the proxy of total ab-
solute magnitude MV . Moreover, the larger the extent of the
anti-correlation, the higher the maximum temperature reached
by stars populating the HB in the GCs (Carretta et al. 2007a)
is. The IQR[O/Na]-MV correlation, although very significant,
shows some scatter, and in Carretta et al. (2014a) we uncov-
ered that the residuals around this relation are not randomly
distributed, but they are correlated very well with the cluster
concentration parameter c, once the core-collapse GCs are ex-
cluded (see Fig. 1).
These relations are so statistically robust that we can use al-
most all the GCs in our FLAMES survey as calibrators and pro-
vide a multivariate relation to empirically estimate the extent of
the Na-O anti-correlation in many more objects, even without
spectroscopic observations of individual stars. These empiri-
cal estimates are then possible even for small or distant GCs,
poorly studied not only with high-resolution spectroscopy, but
also neglected by most photometric surveys.
Moreover, beside their use as probes of multiple popula-
tions in never-before-explored GCs, the derived relations may
hide in plain sight deeper physical meanings. The present-day
total mass of a GC is nothing but a reflection of its initial mass,
as combined with internal dynamical processes and external
dynamical evolution due to interactions with the host Galaxy
in almost a Hubble time. In a sense, these processes can be
summarized in the parameter c (e.g. Murray and Lin 1992,
Djorgovski 1991). The elusive cluster-to-cluster spreads in He
are accounted for by a parameter describing the HB morphol-
ogy. These are the ingredients of the new calibration proposed
in the present work.
This new tool can be applied to a large number of GCs
belonging to the different Galactic sub-populations, providing
empirical estimates of the Na-O anti-correlation for about 80%
of the whole GC system of the MilkyWay. Moreover, the range
of application extends at least up to galactic systems where HB
stars can be currently resolved in GCs, such as the M 31 galaxy.
A better and statistically robust understanding of the links be-
tween the global cluster properties and the multiple population
phanomenon is then possible.
The paper is organized as follows: we describe in Section 2
how our empirical calibration is derived and how it can be im-
proved. Sanity checks, the application to the Galactic GCs, and
the link with the properties of different globular cluster sub-
populations are illustrated in Section 3. These results are dis-
cussed in Section 4, with emphasis on the link between initial
and present-day GC masses. A summary is given in Section 5.
2. Calibration of the Na-O extension in GCs
The main outcome of our FLAMES survey is represented by
homogeneous Fe abundances for more than 2500 RGB stars
and Na, O abundances for most of them, allowing us to derive
the observed values of IQR[O/Na]. The most updated versions
of the IQR[O/Na]-MV correlation and the one of its residual as
a function of concentration c is given in Bragaglia et al. (2017,
their Fig. 5).
2.1. First calibration
The first calibration we may think of is then simply an update
of the bivariate analysis shown in Carretta et al. (2014a), where
the derived IQR can be calibrated as a combination of the clus-
ter total absolute magnitude MV and concentration c. The up-
dated sample simply consists in adding the value for NGC 6139
(Bragaglia et al. 2015) and the recent reanalysis of NGC 6388
with a larger sample of stars (Carretta and Bragaglia 2018).
Among the calibrators, three core-collapse GCs present in
our FLAMES survey (NGC 6752, NGC 6397, and NGC 7099)
as well as NGC 6535 (Bragaglia et al. 2017) are not considered.
The last one is not listed as core-collapse in the Harris (1996,
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2010 on line edition; hereinafter H10) catalogue. However,
its position in the residual-c plane appears to be clearly dis-
crepant with respect to the other GCs, indicating some pecu-
liarity for this cluster, as discussed in Bragaglia et al. (2017).
NGC 6535 is a GCwith an inverted mass function (Halford and
Zaritsky 2015), with a current MV = −4.75 (H10) and a large
IQR[O/Na]. This GC was severely depleted of its low mass
stars by interaction with the Galaxy. For NGC 6535 to lie on
the relation defined by the other GCs we would need to assume
a luminosity at least 2 mag brighter than the current one. This
uncertainty makes this object not well suited as a good calibra-
tor.
The relevant data for the remaining 22 GCs used as cali-
brators are listed in Table 1. The values for MV , c, and total
metallicity [Fe/H] are from H10, the HB index or ratio, HBR
(Zinn 1986, Lee 1989, 1990), is from Mackey and van den
Bergh (2005), and the observed IQR[O/Na] values are from the
studies whose references are given in the last column. For the
clusters NGC 1851 (M 54), showing a small (noticeable) iron
spread and the Na-O anti-correlation in each metallicity com-
ponent, we adopted the total values as in Fig. 1. For the classi-
fication of GCs in Galactic populations (halo, bulge, disc) we
followed Carretta et al. (2010a).
Our first calibration is then:
IQR1 = −0.193(±0.049)MV − 0.429(±0.153)c
−0.221(±0.035) (1)
with rms = 0.166 and a Pearson regression coefficient rp =
0.67 (22 GCs). The two-tail probability to be a random result
is p = 6.5 × 10−4.
2.2. A missing ingredient
In Fig. 2 the calibrated IQR1 is plotted as a function of the
actually observed values of IQR[O/Na] for our 22 calibrating
GCs. Different symbols, used throughout this paper, individu-
ate GCs of the bulge and/or disc (hereafter bulge/disk; filled
squares), inner halo (triangles), and outer halo (circles) compo-
nents, as well as those associated to the dwarf spheroidal galaxy
Sagittarius, currently disrupting in our Galaxy (pentagons).
As shown by the Spearman rank correlation coefficient rs
and the Pearson linear correlation coefficient rp, the relation be-
tween IQR1 and IQR[O/Na] is good, statistically significant at
more than 99.9% level of confidence. However, the calibrated
values deviate from the equality line: something is still missing.
By looking at the residuals IQR1-IQR[O/Na] it is easy
to understand what this factor may be. Positive residuals are
found for GCs mostly with a red HB morphology (e.g. 47 Tuc,
NGC 362,M 71), whereas negative residuals are more common
for GCs with a bluer HB (e.g. NGC 288, M 79, NGC 4833,
M 80, M 12 etc.). This fact gives us a hint to improve the cal-
ibration: the missing factor must be related to the distribution
of stars along the HB.
This conclusion is further strengthened by Fig. 3 where
the residuals of the calibrated values IQR1 with respect to the
Fig. 2. Comparison of the IQR1 values from the first calibration
(equation 1) with the observed values IQR[O/Na] for 22 cali-
brationg GCs. The Spearman rank correlation (rs) coefficient,
the Pearson linear correlation (rp) coefficients and its p-value
are listed in the panel. Different symbols individuate different
Galactic populations (see text).
observed IQR[O/Na] are plotted as a function of various re-
cent and older parameters describing the HB morphology. The
widely used HBR index measures the mean location in colour
of the bulk of HB population through the ratio (B-R)/(B+V+R)
where B, V, and R are the numbers of blue, variable, and red
HB stars. Recio-Blanco et al. (2006) used the maximum tem-
perature reached by stars on the bluest part of the HB, logT max
e f f
,
estimated with the zero-age HBmodels by Cassisi et al. (1999).
Dotter et al. (2010) computed the ∆(V − I) parameter as the
median colour difference between HB and RGB at the level
of the HB in the GCs of the ACS survey (Sarajedini et al.
2007). Finally, in the rightmost panel, the residuals are plotted
as a function of the integrated, reddening corrected, UV colours
from the FUV e NUV bands observed with Galex (Dalessandro
et al. 2012).
All the shown relations are statistically significant, some at
a confidence level exceeding 99.9%, even when the parame-
ters are available for a limited number of calibrating GCs. It is
clear that, beside structural parameters such as MV and c, the
morphology of the HB is a parameter that must be included
in a calibration that aims to correctly reproduce the observed
extension of the Na-O anti-correlation.
2.3. Final calibration
There has been ample discussion on the best parameter for de-
scribing the distribution of GC stars on the HB, from the clas-
sical comparison of old and new parameters by Fusi Pecci et
al. (1993) to more recent works introducing variations or new
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Table 1. Relevant parameters for calibrating GCs from our FLAMES survey
NAME MV c IQR[O/Na] [Fe/H] t HBR References for
H10 H10 obs. H10 IQR[O/Na]
NGC0104 47Tuc -9.42 2.07 0.472 -0.72 0 -0.99 Carretta et al. (2009a,b)
NGC0288 -6.75 0.99 0.776 -1.32 1 0.98 Carretta et al. (2009a,b)
NGC0362 -8.43 1.76 0.644 -1.26 1 -0.87 Carretta et al. (2013)
NGC1851 -8.33 1.86 0.693 -1.18 2 -0.32 Carretta et al. (2011)
NGC1904 M79 -7.86 1.70 0.759 -1.60 2 0.89 Carretta et al. (2009a,b)
NGC2808 -9.39 1.56 0.999 -1.14 1 -0.49 Carretta (2015)
NGC3201 -7.45 1.29 0.634 -1.59 1 0.08 Carretta et al. (2009a,b)
NGC4590 M68 -7.37 1.41 0.372 -2.23 1 0.17 Carretta et al. (2009a,b)
NGC4833 -8.17 1.25 0.945 -1.85 1 0.93 Carretta et al. (2014a)
NGC5904 M5 -8.81 1.73 0.741 -1.29 1 0.31 Carretta et al. (2009a,b)
NGC6093 M80 -8.23 1.68 0.784 -1.75 1 0.93 Carretta et al. (2015)
NGC6121 M4 -7.19 1.65 0.373 -1.16 1 -0.06 Carretta et al. (2009a,b)
NGC6139 -8.36 1.86 0.647 -1.65 1 0.91 Bragaglia et al. (2015)
NGC6171 M107 -7.12 1.53 0.522 -1.02 0 -0.73 Carretta et al. (2009a,b)
NGC6218 M12 -7.31 1.34 0.863 -1.37 0 0.97 Carretta et al. (2007b)
NGC6254 M10 -7.48 1.38 0.565 -1.56 0 0.98 Carretta et al. (2009a,b)
NGC6388 -9.41 1.75 0.644 -0.55 0 -1.00 Carretta & Bragaglia (2018)
NGC6441 -9.63 1.74 0.660 -0.46 0 -1.00 Gratton et al. (2006,2007)
NGC6715 M54 -9.98 2.04 1.169 -1.49 3 0.54 Carretta et al. (2010b)
NGC6809 M55 -7.57 0.93 0.725 -1.94 0 0.87 Carretta et al. (2009a,b)
NGC6838 M71 -5.61 1.15 0.257 -0.78 0 -1.00 Carretta et al. (2009a,b)
NGC7078 M15 -9.19 2.29 0.501 -2.37 1 0.67 Carretta et al. (2009a,b)
(1) H10: from Harris (1996, 2010 on line edition)
(2) t: Galactic population (from Carretta et al. 2010a): 0=bulge/disc, 1=inner halo, 2=outer halo, 3=dSph (Sgr)
(3) HBR: from Mackey and van den Bergh (2005)
Fig. 3. Residuals from the calibration of Equation (1) as a function of various parameters for the HB morphology. Above each
panel the Spearman and Pearson correlation coefficients are listed, as well as the p-values and the number of calibrating GCs
used in the respective relations.
parameters (Dotter et al. 2010, Dalessandro et al. 2012, Milone
et al. 2014).
Each operative definition comes with its pros and cons.
Indexes tailored to better represent the coolest part of the HB
are affected by uncertainties concerning the reddening esti-
mates, blurring of AGB and RGB stars, possible difficulties to
individuate the terminal points of the red HB (see in particular
the discussion in Fusi Pecci et al. 1993, their Section 3.3). On
the other hand, other parameters are somewhat blind to the red
extremes, being purposedly defined to handle the hotter regions
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of the HB distribution. Among the drawbacks, uncertainties in
the end point of long blue tails, also related to possible con-
tamination by field stars. Parameters such as Ltail (Fusi Pecci et
al. 1993), logT max
e f f
(Recio-Blanco et al. 2006), and L2 (Milone
et al. 2014) allow a finer HB-type resolution among GCs with
long blue tails on the HB. A common shortcoming is however
that in most analyses they are measured on optical (and some-
times old and shallow) CMDs, where the completeness of faint
extreme blue tail stars may become a relevant issue, as dis-
cussed by Dalessandro et al. (2012).
After scrutinizing various options, we adopted the classi-
cal HBR index for several reasons. This parameter may not be
ideally suited for all HB types, but is straightforward to com-
pute, it is available for the vast majority of Galactic GCs, and
it is model independent. HBR values are also given for very
small GCs, usually neglected in most photometric surveys, al-
lowing us to apply the calibration down to the very low mass
regime. The index, or some close variants, can be computed
from deep HST CMDs of clusters even in the M31 galaxy (see
e.g. Perina et al. 2012), as well as in closer external galax-
ies such as the Magellanic Clouds and the Fornax dSph (e.g.
Mackey and Gilmore 2004). Finally, the entry for HBR is also
available for M 54, the second most massive GC in the Milky
Way, while no data are found for this cluster concerning other
parameters (except for L2, Milone et al. 2014). As well as sam-
pling the high mass end of the GCs mass function, this pro-
vides the side benefit of including in the calibrating dataset a
cluster of extra-Galactic origin, M 54 being a confirmed mem-
ber of Sgr (Bellazzini et al. 2008). We may use this occurrence
as a test for the applicability of the results to other GC sys-
tems. Adopting this HB index we ‘lose’ NGC 5139 (ω Cen)
for which HBR is not given, but this is a cluster with many
peculiarities, besides hosting multiple populations (see e.g. the
review by Gratton et al. 2004).
By adding the term in HBR, our finally adopted calibration
is:
IQR2 = −0.194(±0.041)MV − 0.370(±0.131)c
+0.117(±0.040)HBR− 0.338(±0.030) (2)
with rms = 0.141 and rp = 0.79 (22 GCs). The improve-
ment in this calibration with respect to IQR1 (eq. 1) is imme-
diately evident: the two-tail probability to be a random result
is now down to p = 1.2 × 10−5, the scatter is decreased, and
the calibrated IQR2 explains ∼ 18% more of the variability in
the response (i.e. the extent of the Na-O anti-correlation) due
to adding the HB morphology description to the predictors.
In Fig 4 we compare the new calibrated values IQR2 to the
observed ones IQR[O/Na] for our 22 GCs. Now all the values
satisfactorily lie around the identity line: no statistically signifi-
cant correlation of the residuals IQR2-IQR[O/Na] as a function
of global parameters is found.
At first glance comparing Figs. 2 and 4, we see that to cor-
rectly reproduce the one-to-one correspondence with the ob-
served spreads of Na and O abundances it is necessary to intro-
duce a correcting factor describing the distribution of HB stars
in GCs.
Fig. 4. Comparison of the IQR2 values from our final calibra-
tion (equation 2) with the observed values IQR[O/Na] for 22
calibrationg GCs. Symbols and labels are as in Fig. 2.
On a second level, the goodness of this calibration bears a
deeper physical meaning. All the observed IQR[O/Na] values
are computed in our calibrating clusters from samples of red
giants. The link between the chemical abundances of light ele-
ments in RGB stars and the distribution in colour of stars in the
next evolutionary phase on the HB once again points towards
the well known connection existing between the multiple pop-
ulation phenomenon and the HB in GCs. Besides the structural
parameters of a GCs there should be another ingredient that is
able to explain the coupling of different observations in two dis-
tinct evolutionary phases, likely related to how multiple stellar
populations formed and evolved in the clusters.
This ingredient was predicted theoretically some time ago
(D’Antona et al. 2002) and is already well known from mono-
variate relations. Carretta et al. (2007a) find a very strong corre-
lation between chemical variations in proton-capture elements
and the highest temperature reached on the ZAHB by GC stars.
Ever since, this relation holds for any new GC studied to date
(see e.g. Carretta and Bragaglia 2018). Enhanced He abun-
dance was individuated as the culprit: associated to stars with
highly depleted O and enhanced Na abundances, it results in
decreased envelope masses, forcing the stars to spend the fol-
lowing HB phase segregated at very high temperature regimes.
If the alterations in O and Na are due to proton-capture reac-
tions in H burning at high temperature, whose main outcome
is of course He, then this is essentially the relation connect-
ing the variegated HB morphology and the multiple population
phenomenon in GCs.
3. Application to Galactic GCs
The calibration for IQR2 can be then applied to all Galactic
GCs for which the parameters MV , c, and HBR are known. We
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considered the GCs listed in the H10 catalogue with parameter
c < 2.5. The HBR values were taken from Mackey and van
den Bergh (2005), except for Terzan 8, whose HBR is from
Carretta et al. (2010a). For the division of GCs into different
Galactic sub-populationswe followed the classification scheme
described in the Appendix A of Carretta et al. (2010a).
Excluding GCs without an HBR value, like NGC 5139 (ω
Cen), and AM-1, a poorly studied cluster whose IQR2 turned
out to be slightly negative (probably due to some problems in
the parameters), we could apply Equation (2) and provide new
empirical predictions for the extent of the Na-O anti-correlation
for 95 GCs. We also add the 22 GCs used as calibrators. Three
more GCs in our FLAMES survey (NGC 6397, NGC 6752, and
NGC 7099=M30) are classified core-collapse; while they were
not used as calibrators, they have observed IQR[O/Na] values
directly derived by our group (Carretta et al. 2007c, 2009a,b)
and we included them in the sample. A grandtotal of 120 galac-
tic GCs (∼ 80% of all classical GCs in the Milky Way) with
extension of the Na-O anti-correlation on the scale defined by
our very homogeneous survey is then available. IQR2 values
for individual GCs are listed in the Appendix, Table A.1.
3.1. Sanity checks: Multiple populations, He, and HB
This large dataset enables us to perform statistically robust tests
to verify how reliable the final calibration is. First, we compare
in Fig. 5 the run of IQR1 (left panel) and IQR2 (right panel) as
a function of the cluster metallicity [Fe/H]. As is evident in the
left panel, IQR1 does not show any correlation with metallicity.
The Student’s t-test returns a two-tail probability of p = 0.23.
On the other hand, IQR2 is found correlated with [Fe/H] and
the relation is statistically very robust (p = 6.7 × 10−5).
All the main classes of polluters proposed to explain the
spread of Na, O (and other light elements) observed in GCs
do not alter the cluster initial metallicity (see Gratton et al.
2012, Bastian and Lardo 2018). Remarkably, even in the so-
called iron complex GCs, where intrinsic dispersions in [Fe/H]
are measured, a Na-O anti-correlation is detected in each indi-
vidual metallicity component (e.g. NGC 1851, Carretta et al.
2011; M 22, Marino et al. 2011; NGC 6273, Johnson et al.
2015). When the term for the HB enters in the calibration for
IQR2, so does implicitly also the dependence on metallicity,
which is the first parameter driving the HB morphology. This
self-consistently explains the correlation (or the lack thereof)
observed in Fig. 5.
A second consistency check for our calibrations is based
on the He variations expected in multiple stellar populations.
Stellar models He-enhanced reach the H-exhaustion point ear-
lier than their counterparts with lower He. For a mixture of
stellar populations differing in their He content we must then
expect a spread in colour on the main sequence (MS), or even
split sequences in the most extreme cases (e.g. Milone et al.
2012a,b). Thus, if our calibrated extents of the Na-O anti-
correlation correctly account for concomitant enhancement of
He after the nuclear processing producing Na-enhanced, O-
depleted matter, a correlation with the colour spreads along the
MS should be seen.
For 56 GCs in our dataset Gratton et al. (2010) estimated
the colour spreads δ(B − V) and δ(V − I) expected along the
MS from the computed He spreads corresponding to the mass
dispersion along the HB. These two parameters, derived in-
dependently, are found to be strongly correlated with our em-
pirical estimates of the Na-O anti-correlation extent in Fig. 6.
Again, different approaches (spectroscopic and photometric) at
two different evolutionary phases (RGB and MS) concur to the
same general, consistent picture.
As a third consistency check, we can test whether a corre-
lation is found with more direct estimates of He abundances.
However, the limitations for a spectroscopic derivation of the
He content in GC stars are even more severe than those con-
cerning O and Na, both among HB and RGB stars (see discus-
sions in Gratton et al. 2010, Dupree et al. 2011, Pasquini et al.
2011, Milone et al 2018) so that it is still necessary to resort
to vicarious measurements. Recently, Milone et al. (2018) have
produced estimates of the maximum He variation in 57 GCs
by comparing multi wavelength HS T photometry to synthetic
spectra computed with abundances appropriate for FG and SG
stars.
In Fig. 7 our calibrated values IQR2 are plotted against their
δYmax estimates for 53 GCs in common. There is a strong cor-
relation, significant at a level of confidence exceeding 99.9%.
There is also a noticeable scatter, and for this we offer two
explanations. First, as already discussed in Fusi Pecci et al.
(1993), the effects of a secondary parameter may result in cor-
relations that appear to be less clean than those generated by
primary parameters. The dependence of IQR2 on He is me-
diated by the HB morphology, because the ZAHB evolution
of He enhanced stars is preferentially spent at bluer locations.
However, the He content was tagged only as a third parameter
for the HB by Gratton et al. (2010).
Second, beside the statistical impact, there could be a more
physical meaning, because of the different dependence on stel-
lar mass for the alterations and following release of He, O,
and Na in the polluting matter (see e.g. Gratton et al. 2010,
2012). Let us consider the two most favourite candidate pol-
luters, intermediate-mass AGB stars (Ventura et al. 2001) and
fast rotating massive stars (FRMS, Decressin et al. 2007). For
both candidates the phase at which He is produced is the same:
the main sequence. However, the production and release of
He is accompanied by O-depletion and Na-enhancement at the
same evolutionary phase in FSRM, while it is delayed until the
hot-bottom burning in the AGB phase in the AGB scenario,
where the production of He is somewhat decoupled from that
of O and Na. Thus, the trend and scatter in Fig. 7 could per-
haps be seen as the action of AGB polluters or possibly even
of a mixture of polluters, with FRMS working at the very early
phases and the contribution from AGB stars entering at the ap-
propriate (longer) timescale. We note that the estimates δYmax
from Milone et al. (2019) show significant correlations with
the colour spreads δ(B − V) and δ(V − I) from Gratton et al.
(2010: two-tail p=0.0022 and 0.0010, respectively), although
with some scatter.
Finally, we note that the GCs in Fig. 7 seem to approxi-
matively follow two different branches, and eight out of nine
type-II GCs (as defined in Milone et al. 2017, and marked with
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Fig. 5. Extensions of the Na-O anti-correlation IQR1 (left panel) and IQR2 (right panel) from the calibrations Eqs.(1) and (2),
respectively. Symbols are as in Fig. 2. Black points indicate the calibrating GCs from our FLAMES survey, and their shape
indicate the Galactic sub-population. Symbols and label are as in Fig. 4.
Fig. 6. Calibrated extent of the Na-O anti-correlation IQR2 as a function of the colour spreads in B − V and V − I along the MS
from Gratton et al. (2010). Symbols and labels are as in the previous figures.
open circles in our figure) lie on the upper branch. These are the
GCs usually called iron-complex or anomalous from their in-
trinsic dispersion in Fe, as well as heavier elements like those
from s-process. Photometrically, almost all type-II GCs show
split sub-giant branches (SGBs), with the faint SGB continu-
ing up to a red RGB. As mentioned above, in these GCs the
multiple population phenomenon appears in each metallicity
component (e.g. Carretta et al. 2011, 2010b,c, Marino et al.
2015, Johnson et al. 2015 for NGC 1815, M 54, NGC 5286,
and NGC 6273, respectively). The only exception in Fig. 7 is
NGC 6388, clearly located on the lower ‘branch’. However,
from high resolution spectroscopy there is no sign of an intrin-
sic dispersion in [Fe/H] in this massive GC (σ[Fe/H] = 0.041
dex from the direct analysis of 24 RGB stars in Carretta and
Bragaglia 2018 and σ[Fe/H] = 0.051 from 151 giants in Carretta
and Bragaglia 2019, in prep.; both values are fully compatible
with observational errors only). In passing we also note that
NGC 6388 is the only GC defined as type-II for which Milone
et al. (2017) could not clearly establish the connection faint
SGB-RGB.
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Fig. 7. Calibrated IQR2 values for the extension of the Na-O
anti-correlation as a function of the maximum variations in He
derived from photometry (Milone et al. 2018). GCs defined as
type-II are encircled, and the position of NGC 6388 is labelled
(see text).
Hence, it seems that all genuine iron complex (or type-II)
GCs are segregated on the (tentative) upper branch in Fig. 7.
Taken at face value, this observation indicates that these GCs
have much-too-high IQR values if compared to their estimated
maximumvariation in He.While a deeper study of the full links
between spectroscopic and photometric properties of GCs is
desirable, it is beyond the immediate purposes of the present
work. We limit the extent of our study here, and summarize the
results of this section below.
The extension of the Na-O anti-correlation can be cali-
brated as a function of structural parameters of the GCs. The
observed values of spreads in O and Na are best reproduced
when the HB morphology is accounted for in the empiric cal-
ibration. Its reliability is corroborated because the calibration
correctly returns a dependence on metallicity, the first parame-
ter governing the HB morphology. Moreover, the He enhance-
ment predicted to go along with the alterations in O and Na is
well incorporated by the calibration, as shown by the correla-
tion of IQR2 with the colour spreads on the MS phase and with
estimates of He variations deduced from UV photometry.
We suggest that the spread observed in the relation between
the extent of the Na-O anti-correlation and the He spread in
GCs may be ascribed either to the decoupling in AGB stars
between the peaks of He and O, Na changes in the pollut-
ing matter or to the presence of different classes of polluters
acting at different times. The last hypothesis is endorsed by
several existing cases of discrete groups observed along the
anti-correlations of proton-capture elements, where the stellar
components with extreme and intermediate composition can-
not be reproduced using only one class of massive polluters
Fig. 8. Calibrated IQR2 values from Eq.(2) as a function of the
total absolute magnitude from H10. Observed IQR[O/Na] val-
ues are used for 25 GCs from our FLAMES survey (black sym-
bols).
(NGC 6752: Carretta et al. 2012; NGC 2808: Carretta et al.
2018; NGC 6388: Carretta and Bragaglia 2018).
All these tests confirm the coherent picture of multiple
stellar populations in GCs, where O-depleted and Na, He-
enhanced stars help to simultaneously explain the observed ex-
tent of the Na-O anti-correlation, the distribution of stars in HB
and the spreads in colour along the MS. We can thus be con-
fident that the adopted empirical calibration returns a reliable,
quantitative estimate of the nuclear processing and chemical
modifications occurred at early times in GCs.
3.2. Na-O anti-correlation across GCs in the Milky
Way
With the above calibration, empirical estimates for the Na-O
anti-correlation can be derived for 120 Galactic GCs, includ-
ing the most distant or smallest ones, that up to now were not
investigated for multiple stellar populations neither with spec-
troscopic nor photometric means.
In Fig. 8 we plot the calibrated IQR2 values as a function of
the total absolute magnitude MV from H10. For 25 GCs anal-
ysed in our FLAMES survey in this figure we use the observed
IQR[O/Na] values (black symbols).
The high-luminosity end of our relation is secured by the
presence of the massive GC M 54 in the calibrating sam-
ple. Formally, our empirical calibration (Equation 2) should be
valid only down to the faintest MV magnitude in our calibrat-
ing sample, corresponding to NGC 6838=M 71 (black square
at MV = −5.61). Hence, for about a dozen GCs we are formally
in an extrapolation regime. We note, however, that no indica-
tion of departures from linearity is evident from both Fig. 4
and Fig. 8. The increased scatter in the latter may be well as-
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cribed to increasing uncertainties in the literature estimates of
parameters. Supporting evidence is given by two GCs below
the above threshold, Pal 5 and Terzan 8 (MV = −5.17 and
−5.07, respectively). In both these small clusters SG stars are
directly found using high resolution spectroscopy (Smith et al.
2002 and Carretta et al. 2014b, respectively), providing an un-
ambigous chemical tagging, although for very few stars.
With these caveats in mind, we can provide estimates of
IQR2 for GCs as faint as Pal 13 (MV = −3.76). Formally, for
any spatially resolved GC whose structure can be reasonably
approximated by King (1966) models it is possible to derive a
value for the extension of the putative Na-O anti-correlation
due to hosted multiple populations. Due to the dependence
on different parameters in Eq.(2), however, the smallest extent
we estimate does not correspond to Pal 13. The record holder
seems to be the GC 1636-283, also known as ESO452-SC11,
with IQR2=0.025. This tiny bulge GC (estimated mass of only
a few thousand solar masses, Simpson et al. 2017) lies at the
mass border between globular and open clusters, so the small
derived value for IQR2 could simply be an artefact of the cali-
bration, mistaken for a real value. Fortunately, the recent spec-
troscopic analysis by Simpson et al. (2017) shows star-to-star
abundance variations in this GC, not only from CN absorption
features, but also from direct measurements of Na abundances.
Incidentally, this example well points out the strength of our
calibration: Simpson et al. complain that it is highly unlikely
that many other member stars in this GC can be reached for
abundance analysis, whereas an estimate of inhomogeneities is
easily obtained from our approach.
Among the GCs in Fig. 8 with the smallest IQR2 values,
another noteworthy cluster is Liller 1. With MV = −7.32 and
IQR2=0.114 this object is located a little way off the main lo-
cus defined by the other GCs. However, a relevant revision of
its structural parameters has been proposed by Saracino et al.
(2015), who found Liller 1 to be less concentrated than previ-
ously estimated (c = 1.74 ± 0.15 instead of 2.3). From Eq.(2)
this update would change the value of IQR2 from 0.114 to
0.321, more in agreement with the moderately high mass es-
timated for this GC.
To compare the derived extension of Na-O anti-correlation
in GCs of different Galactic sub-populations in Fig. 9 (left
panel) we plotted IQR2 as a function of the the distance in kpc
from the Galactic plane. We also show the average values for
the individual populations of bulge/disc, inner, and outer halo
GCs (BD, IH, and OH): 0.503 (rms = 0.240, 58 GCs), 0.678
(rms = 0.209, 32 GCs), and 0.562 (rms = 0.227, 24 GCs), re-
spectively. A Student’s t−test shows that the only statistically
significant difference is between the mean values for BD and IH
GCs (t = 3.60, 88 degrees of freedom, two-tailed probability
P < 0.001), as also confirmed by a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
on the cumulative distributions of IQR2 (Fig. 9, right panel).
However, before concluding that (inner) halo GCs did
experience, on average, a greater degree of processing than
bulge/disc GCs, as would seem judging from the extent of the
Na-O anti-correlation, we caution that it is necessary to look at
the intrinsic properties of the parent cluster sub-populations.
This is done in Fig. 10, where the cumulative distributions
of the parameters entering in the calibrating Eq. (2) are shown.
From the luminosity functions in the left panel, the inner halo
hosts more luminous (i.e. massive) GCs than both outer halo
and disc. Many small GCs are found in the disc, contrary to
the common sense of expecting small GCs more efficiently
destroyed in the more crowded and denser central galactic re-
gions. As discussed in, for example, Carretta et al. (2010a), this
evidence suggests that differences in LFs might be more related
to the formation mechanisms than to destruction processes, al-
though this may even not be the whole story. From the middle
panel of Fig 10 we also may appreciate that GCs in the disc are
more compact than those of both inner halo and outer halo, and
are better suited to resist to disruption in the ensuing evolution.
Finally, disc GCs have basically redder HB morphologies than
outer halo GCs, whereas in turn IH GCs have bluer HBs. These
properties of IH GCs, in particular the coupling between high
GC mass and blue HB morphology, have been known for more
than ten years (Recio-Blanco et al. 2006, Lee et al. 2007).
We conclude that the larger IQR2 values found for IH GCs
are fully consistent with the distribution of parameters appro-
priate for this particular Galactic sub-population. In Carretta
et al. (2010a) from a limited sample of 19 GCs we concluded
that mass and metallicity are among the main parameters driv-
ing the chemical signatures of multiple populations, with an
additional contribution given by the location in the Galaxy.
The proposed empirical calibration and the discussion above
allow a better understanding of why this occurs: the extent of
the chemical processing between different stellar generations is
modulated by the distribution of structural parameters and HB
morphology (whose first parameter is indeed the metallicity).
The same line of reasoning does apply to the difference in
the estimates of the Na-O anti-correlation in GCs with a dif-
ferent origin. In Fig. 11 left panel) we reproduced the age-
metallicity relations obtained by Leaman et al. (2013) for GCs
formed in situ in the Galactic disc and those likely originated
in smaller systems, later accreted and disrupted in the Milky
Way. The size of the symbols in this figure are proportional to
the IQR2 values, and clearly indicate that the extension of the
Na-O anti-correlation is larger in the accreted component, as is
confirmed statistically by the K-S test on the cumulative dis-
tributions plotted in Fig 11 (right panel). It is easy to verify,
using the classification provided by Leaman et al., that the ac-
creted GCs are more massive and have bluer HBs than the GCs
formed in situ. Again, the differences in the extent of the mul-
tiple population phenomenon are driven and explained by the
mean properties of the parent cluster populations, even con-
cerning the environment where they originally formed, as in
this example.
4. Discussion
The case of the globular cluster Pal 5 is emblematic to bet-
ter understand the dependence of IQR2 from structural cluster
parameters. The extended tidal tails associated to Pal 5 (e.g.
Odenkirchen et al. 2001, 2003) are a direct evidence of a large
mass loss due to severe tidal disruption in the potential well of
our Galaxy. Clearly the present-day total mass of GCs (as por-
trayed by the total luminosity) is only a lower limit of the initial
GC mass. Yet, not only direct proofs of SG composition do ex-
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Fig. 9. Left: Calibrated IQR2 values as a function of the distance in kpc from the Galactic plane (H10). Horizontal lines are traced
at the average values of the corresponding galactic populations (same colour coding). Right: Cumulative distribution of IQR2 for
GCs of different sub-populations. The P values from two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) tests are indicated.
Fig. 10. Left, middle, and right panels: Cumulative distributions of total absolute magnitude MV , concentration c, and HBR index
for GCs of different Galactic sub-populations. Probabilities from K-S tests are indicated in each panel.
ist for Pal 5, but also our calibration for IQR2 provides a value
for the extension of the Na-O anti-correlation (IQR2=0.426)
which locate this GC right in the middle of the relation defined
by all GCs. We argue that our calibration represents a good
empirical way to approach the initial conditions of GCs, where
the dependence on the (unknown) initial mass is included in
the present day mass and all the Gyr-long history of dynamical
evolution due to internal and external dynamical processes is
modelled by the concentration parameter.
4.1. The new calibration in context
In Fig. 12 we summarize the ingredients of our calibration by
using the correlation between concentration c and luminosity;
well known for some time (see e.g. Djiorgovski and Meylan
1994, hereinafter DM94). In this figure, the shape of the sym-
bols represent the different Galactic sub-populations, while the
colours code the different HB morphologies. Symbol size is
proportional to the IQR2 values.
The largest impact is due to the total cluster mass. At any
given value of concentration there is a clear gradient, the larger
is the mass the more extended is the Na-O anti-correlation, re-
gardless if GCs belong to the bulge/disc or halo population.
Again, this strongly corroborates the idea that mass is the main
driving parameter. The second parameter is the concentration:
at any fixed MV the IQR decreases as c increases. These trends
explain the observed relations in Fig. 1 and the dependence
on structural parameters of our resulting empirical calibration.
This adds the ‘axis’ represented by the chemistry of multiple
stellar populations to this plot.
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Fig. 11. Left: Age-metallicity relation from Leaman et al. (2013) for GCs formed in situ in the MW disc (blue points) and GCs
likely formed in smaller stellar systems and later accreted in the MW (red points). The size of the symbols are proportional to the
IQR2 values. Right: Cumulative distributions of GCs with different origin. The P value from two-sample K-S tests is indicated.
Fig. 12. Left: correlation between concentration c and total absolute magnitude MV for MW GCs. The size of symbols is propor-
tional to the IQR2 value, their shape indicates the Galactic population, and the colours refer to the HB morphology, as detailed
by the legend in the right panel.
Photometry may also lend supporting evidence, when the
parameters c and MV are simultaneously considered, as shown
in Fig. 13. Here we plot again the c − MV correlation but this
time the symbol sizes are proportional to the fraction of FG
stars N1/Ntot estimated from HS T photometry by Milone et
al. (2017). Although the sample is now more limited (about
the half of the sample used in the present work) this figure is
clearly specular to Fig. 12. GCs with larger fractions of FG
stars (small fractions of SG stars) are confined at smaller lumi-
nosities (masses) at any given concentration.
The existence of more extended Na-O anti-correlations in
more loose GCs seem to conflict with the idea that SG stars
usually form more centrally concentrated (but see Gratton et
al. 2012 and Bastian and Lardo 2018 for exceptions). Carretta
et al. (2014a) put forward the possibility that low concentration
GCs were originally more massive than present day, but lost
more mass, since at fixed mass the impact of tidal shocks is
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inversely proportional to the density of a cluster (Spitzer 1958).
This hypothesis is addressed in Sect. 4.2. below.
Finally, Fig. 12 is more than a compact summary of our
empirical calibration. As discussed in the pioneering studies
by Djorgovski (1991) and DM94 the correlation between lu-
minosity and concentration also represents a summary of the
initial conditions and the following dynamical evolution of the
GC system. The concentration parameter can be assumed as a
measure of the dynamical evolutionary stage of clusters since
most of these systems are lead toward higher and higher con-
centration by the combined impact of internal evolution and
environment-induced effects. Two-body relaxation pushes stars
on the high velocity tail of the Maxwellian velocity distribu-
tion, where they can be more efficiently affected by the Galactic
tidal field and escape the cluster, whose concentration increases
(e.g. Murray and Lin 1992, DM94). Since at any given MV con-
centration and central relaxation time trc are anti-correlated, the
zone of avoidance at low luminosities and high c reflects the
results of dynamical evolution, which drives low mass clusters
with short trc toward tidal disruption or core-collapse (DM94).
On the other hand, the absence of luminousGCs of low concen-
tration is simply explained as a fossil record of the initial con-
ditions, as no mechanism is able to explain this second empty
region (e.g. Djorgovski 1991).
Bellazzini et al. (1996: B96) attempted to disentangle the
relative weight of evolutionary vs primordial mechanisms in
GCs of different galactic sub-populations by simulating a se-
ries of King models in the assumptions that c and MV were ei-
ther correlated or uncorrelated. Although their definition of in-
ner and outer GC populations is different from the one adopted
in the present work, by comparing the output of their simu-
lations with the distribution of real Galactic GCs of various
sub-populations they concluded that the correlation between
concentration and luminosity must be of primordial origin, be-
ing strong for the outer halo GCs, populating regions where
the tidal field is weak, and less clear or absent for inner halo
GCs, where it may have been somewhat mitigated by the ef-
fects of dynamical evolution. More massive GCs are thus born
with higher central concentration.
However, we must not forget that while current masses may
be estimated from total luminosities or kinematics, the original
masses of GCs are usually only educated guesses, even if the
two quantities must be obviously correlated (see e.g. Kruijssen
2015, Balbinot and Gieles 2018). The greatest unknown is rep-
resented by the dynamical evolution processes required to map
the initial masses in what is currently observed in GCs of the
different Galactic sub-populations.
4.2. Present and initial masses, and dynamical mass
loss
The IQR2 values show a good correlation with a combina-
tion of present-day structural parameter MV and c and B96
also found the relation between cluster absolute magnitude and
concentration be mostly primordial in origin. Since MV is not
supposed to change very much during the lifetime of a clus-
ter (Murray and Lin 1992), all together these observations may
Fig. 13. Correlation between concentration and luminosity for
Galactic GCs, where are only plotted GCs with fraction of FG
stars estimated in Milone et al. (2017) from HS T photometry.
Symbol sizes are proportional to the fractions, in steps of 10%
from about 10 to about 70%.
point out that the impact of the cluster dynamical evolution is
minimal; just the minimum required to empty the region at high
c, faint MV .
This occurrence would seem to be in agreement with the
theoretical work by Reina-Campos et al. (2018) who addressed
the impact of cluster disruption on multiple populations by
deriving statistical estimates of the initial-to-present mass ra-
tios from E-MOSAICS cosmological simulations. By using the
sample of GCs with fractions of enriched SG stars Fenrich de-
rived from photometry (Milone et al. 2017), they concluded
that dynamical evolution (tidal shocks and/or evaporation) can-
not explain the rise of this fraction as the cluster mass increases.
Similar arguments are used by Kruijssen (2015) in his two-
phase model, in particular for metal-poor GCs. Reina-Campos
et al. (2018) conclude that dynamical mass loss could not have
a large effect on the present day masses of GCs and the detected
fractions as well as the ratios FG/SG must probably reflect ini-
tial values. Were this the case, a big problemwould arise for the
mass-budget limited models, because one of the strongholds
more frequently used to alleviate the so called mass-budget
problem is the preferential loss of FG stars up to 90% of the
cluster mass to simultaneously account for the scarce yields
of nuclearly polluted matter and the large observed fraction of
SG stars in GCs (see Gratton et al. 2012, Bastian and Lardo
2018 for extensive discussion of this issue). Usually, in this ap-
proach primordial proto-GCs are assumed to have been much
more massive than today, factors from 10 to 100 are required to
eliminate the mass-budget problem, in stern contrast with the
estimates of the initial masses given above.
The main role is supposed to be played by the fast mass
loss from stellar evolution: gas expulsion and ejecta from FG
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Fig. 14. Comparison of present and initial GC masses from
Baumgardt et al. (2019). Filled symbols are as in Fig. 2,
whereas empty symbols indicate core-collapse GCs. The line
is traced at Mini = 2Mnow.
Supernovae cause the cluster to expand, and stars to escape, re-
ducing the original mass by half in the first Gyr (Vesperini et
al. 2010, Khalaj and Baumgardt 2015, Baumgardt et al. 2019).
According to most scenarios for multiple populations, at this
epoch the Na-O anti-correlation must be completely developed
and SG stars more centrally concentrated. As a consequence,
the preferential mass loss of FG stars results into a dramatic in-
crease of the SG fraction in GCs at early times of their lifetime.
In the next phase, two-body relaxation realizes spatial mixing
of the different population, so that the ensuing dynamical evo-
lution acts more or less in the same way on different compo-
nents and the ratio SG/FG stabilizes (e.g. Vesperini et al. 2010).
We may tackle this issue since our calibration of IQR2
provides sufficiently large statistics to have a better insight.
When observed, best currently available proper motions of real
Galactic GCs from Gaia DR2 (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018)
are used to compute realistic orbits for the GCs we may see
how the resulting changes in masses compare with the Na-O
anti-correlation.
Baumgardt et al. (2019: BHSB) and Balbinot and Gieles
(2018) derived the ratio between the current masses and the in-
izial masses of Galactic GCs essentially by assuming a mass
loss law and playing backward the orbital motions of GCs un-
til their primordial masses correctly reproduce the observed
present day values. While we used the study of Baumgardt et
al. (2019) we note that the correlation between their estimates
and those by Balbinot and Gieles (2018) is significant, at better
than 99.9%.
The derived initial values are on average ∼ 15 times the
present values (see Fig. 14), with a clear trend proceding to-
ward the outskirts of the Galaxy. Bulge/disc GCs were origi-
nally 23.1 (σ = 80.7, 76 objects) times more massive, on av-
Fig. 15. Correlation between concentration and luminosity for
Galactic GCs. Different colour and shapes represent the vari-
ous Galactic populations as in Fig. 12. Symbol sizes are pro-
portional to the initial masses estimated by Baumgardt et al.
(2019). In unit of 105M⊙ the adopted ranges for the scaling of
sizes are 0-1, 1-10, 10-20, and > 20.
erage, while this number decreases to 6.4 times (σ = 10.4, 34
GCs) for inner halo GCs. Outer halo GCs and those associated
to Sgr were found on average only 4.5 (σ = 2.5, 27 objects)
and 4.3 (σ = 3.3, seven objects) times more massive than the
current values, respectively. No cluster is located rightward the
line traced at Mini = 2Mnow, that simply models a 50% mass
loss from stellar evolution.
In Fig. 15 the correlation c−MV is again represented by di-
viding the GCs in various Galactic sub-populations. However,
this time the size of symbols reflects the initial masses as esti-
mated in Baumgardt et al. (2019), not the present day masses.
Not all the current faint clusters were originally born with
small masses. Classic example are the bulge/disc GCs 1636-
283 (ESO452-SC11) and Terzan 4, present day absolute mag-
nitudes < −4.5 and c ∼ 1. According to Baumgardt et al. they
were born with initial masses comparable to those of M 15 or
47 Tuc (with MV > −9.0). Their orbital parameters show that
these GCs spent almost an Hubble time near the central regions
of the Galaxy, likely affected by (even severe) tidal shocks.
During their lifetimes the dynamical evolution reduced their
masses to a few per cent of the original ones.
Apart from these and other few cases, masses are rather
smoothly translated into the present day absolute magnitudes
(masses), with a simple scaling. Thus, the comparison of
Fig. 15 with Fig. 12 easily allows to see that the extent of
the Na-O anti-correlation is apparently already dictated by the
original mass of clusters. Baumgardt et al. (2019) also found
for the least dynamically evolved GCs a slope of the mass func-
tion about 1 dex higher than a Kroupa mass function in the
range 0.2 to 0.8 M⊙. The authors considered this result as an
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Fig. 16. Mass loss from Baumgardt et al. (2019), in unit of
105M⊙, as a function of the tidal radius for Galactic GCs.
Symbols are as Fig. 14.
evidence that GC started with a bottom light mass function.
In this case, due to the fewer low-mass stars present, a larger
fraction of stars may be polluted, partly alleviating the tension
between the expected and observed SG fractions.
Finally, in Fig. 16 we plot the difference between initial
and present day masses (Baumgardt et al. 2019, and private
communication) as a function of the tidal radius in pc from
the fit of N-body models1. No evidence of extended GCs los-
ing more mass than the compact clusters is found, as advanced
instead in Carretta et al. (2014a) to explain more extended anti-
correlations in more loose GCs.
Remarkably, the conclusion from this section is that the
present-day masses of GCs seem to preserve essentially the
ranking provided by the initial masses, apart from a few ex-
ception. When the observed IQR[O/Na] values for our 22 cal-
ibrators are correlated either to MV or log Mini we derive the
same value of the Pearson correlation coefficient (rP = −0.48
and rP = 0.48 respectively). The bottom line is that both corre-
lations are equally significant, at a confidence level greater than
99.9%.
However, taking into account the number of assumptions
still entering the computation of the initial GC masses (and we
cannot know their original concentration), we stand for a cali-
bration including the present day masses, as expressed by the
proxy of total luminosities, a rather simple quantity to be mea-
sured. In addition, our empirical calibration offers a precious
tool with which to examine globular clusters in nearby galax-
ies putting them on the same scale and allowing a meaningful
comparison with GCs of the Galactic system. This will be the
subject of a forthcoming paper.
1 https://people.smp.uq.edu.au/HolgerBaumgardt/globular/
5. Summary and future work
The extent of the Na-O anti-correlation observed in GCs is an
useful quantitative measure of the impact of multiple popula-
tion phenomenon in a globular cluster. Obtaining this measure
requires a large investment of observing time even with high
multiplex spectrographs at 8-10 m class telescopes.
We the used 22 GCs from our unprecedented homogeneous
FLAMES survey to calibrate observed IQR[O/Na] values in
term of structural parameters and HB morphology.We find that
the combination of total absolute cluster magnitude (a proxy
for the cluster present-daymass) and concentration is very well
correlated to the extent of the Na-O anti-correlation in GCs.
When a term describing the HB morphology is added, our em-
pirical calibration returns values on the identity line with re-
spect to the observed values on our system, based on more than
2000 red giant in 22 GCs.
We were able to provide empirical estimates of the Na-
O anti-correlation in 95 Galactic GCs. When added to the 25
GCs observed in our FLAMES survey, we can homogeneously
provide quantitative estimates of the multiple population phe-
nomenon in a large sample of 120 GCs (80% of all GCs in
the Milky Way). The calibration cannot be applied to core-
collapse GCs, but direct observation of Na-O abundances in
at least three GCs show that the anti-correlation is preserved
even after the core-collapse.
The large number of data points allow us to uncover that
the main differences in the extent of the multiple population
phenomenon are a direct reflection of the mean properties of
the parent cluster sub-population (outer and inner halo, disc)
in the Galaxy (luminosity function, distribution of sizes and
concentration). This accounts for the findings by Carretta et al.
(2010a) that the chemical signatures of multiple populations
included a contribution due to the location in the Galaxy.
Galactic clusters that feature a large Na-O anti-correlation
are segregated along the correlation between c and MV , at high
luminosities (mass) values at each given concentration. This
well known correlation explains the dependence of our cali-
brated IQR2 on structural parameters. A comparison with re-
cent estimates of initial masses suggests that the extension of
Na-O anti-correlation is already dependent on the original GC
masses. The following dynamical evolution seems essentially
to preserve this dependence through a scaling of the masses
to the present-day values, apart a few exceptions (mostly GCs
spending most of their lifetimes in the central regions of the
Galaxy, where the effects of tidal interaction are strong). We
thus recommend to adopt the present calibration using the ob-
served total absolute magnitudes MV that are easily obtained
from the observations and are not affected by assumptions re-
garding the estimates of initial GC masses.
Moreover, this calibration can be easily applied to GC sys-
tems in nearby external galaxies: a forthcoming paper will be
devoted to this. A first check is already provided by GCs in our
Galaxy that are associated to the closest external galaxy, the
dwarf spheroidal Sgr (Ibata et al. 1994). The disruption of this
dSph released in the Milky Way a number of GCs, all listed in
the Harris (1996) catalogue, and in Table A.1. According to our
calibration the properties of these migrant GCs cannot be dis-
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tinguished from autochthonousMilkyWay GCs in this context.
We conclude that our empirical calibration is a useful compact
way to represent and quantify the properties of multiple popu-
lations in GCs.
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Appendix A: Derived values for IQR2
In the following table we list the relevant parameters and the
results from the calibration of IQR2 (Eq. 2). The values for to-
tal absolute magnitude MV , concentration c, metallicity [Fe/H]
are fromHarris (1996, 2010 on line edition). The Galactic pop-
ulation is the same as in Table 1 and is adopted from Carretta
et al. (2010a), whereas the HBR values are from mackey and
van den Bergh (2005) except for Terzan 8, whose HB index is
taken from Carretta et al. (2010a).
Note that the values of IQR2 are actually the observed
IQR[O/Na] values for the 22 calibrating GCs in Table 1, as
well as for the three core-collapse GCs NGC 6397, NGC 6752,
and NGC 7099 (M 30). These three GCs are studied in our
FLAMES survey, but not used to derive the calibration for
IQR2.
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Table A.1. Relevant parameters and calibrated IQR2 values for Galactic GCs
GC Name MV c [Fe/H] IQR2 t HBR
NGC104 47 Tuc -9.42 2.07 -0.72 0.472 0 -0.99
NGC288 -6.75 0.99 -1.32 0.776 1 0.98
NGC362 -8.43 1.76 -1.26 0.644 1 -0.87
NGC1261 -7.80 1.16 -1.27 0.663 2 -0.71
ERIDANUS -5.13 1.10 -1.43 0.133 2 -1.00
PAL2 -7.97 1.53 -1.42 0.630 3 -0.10
NGC1851 -8.33 1.86 -1.18 0.693 2 -0.32
NGC1904 M79 -7.86 1.70 -1.60 0.759 2 0.89
NGC2298 -6.31 1.38 -1.92 0.484 2 0.93
NGC2419 -9.42 1.37 -2.15 1.083 2 0.86
NGC2808 -9.39 1.56 -1.14 0.999 1 -0.49
PAL3 -5.69 0.99 -1.63 0.341 2 -0.50
NGC3201 -7.45 1.29 -1.59 0.634 1 0.08
PAL4 -6.01 0.93 -1.41 0.367 2 -1.00
NGC4147 -6.17 1.83 -1.80 0.259 3 0.66
NGC4372 -7.79 1.30 -2.17 0.809 0 1.00
RUP106 -6.35 0.70 -1.68 0.539 2 -0.82
NGC4590 M68 -7.37 1.41 -2.23 0.372 1 0.17
NGC4833 -8.17 1.25 -1.85 0.945 1 0.93
NGC5024 M53 -8.71 1.72 -2.10 0.810 2 0.81
NGC5053 -6.76 0.74 -2.27 0.761 2 0.52
NGC5272 M3 -8.88 1.89 -1.50 0.695 1 0.08
NGC5286 -8.74 1.41 -1.69 0.930 0 0.80
NGC5466 -6.98 1.04 -1.98 0.699 2 0.58
NGC5634 -7.69 2.07 -1.88 0.494 2 0.91
NGC5694 -7.83 1.89 -1.98 0.599 2 1.00
IC4499 -7.32 1.21 -1.53 0.647 2 0.11
NGC5824 -8.85 1.98 -1.91 0.739 2 0.79
PAL5 -5.17 0.52 -1.41 0.426 2 -0.40
NGC5897 -7.23 0.86 -1.90 0.847 1 0.86
NGC5904 M5 -8.81 1.73 -1.29 0.741 1 0.31
NGC5927 -7.81 1.60 -0.49 0.468 0 -1.00
NGC5986 -8.44 1.23 -1.59 0.958 1 0.97
Lynga7 -6.60 0.95 -1.01 0.474 0 -1.00
PAL14 -4.80 0.80 -1.62 0.180 2 -1.00
NGC6093 M80 -8.23 1.68 -1.75 0.784 1 0.93
NGC6101 -6.94 0.80 -1.98 0.811 1 0.84
NGC6121 M4 -7.19 1.65 -1.16 0.373 1 -0.06
NGC6144 -6.85 1.55 -1.76 0.534 0 1.00
NGC6139 -8.36 1.86 -1.65 0.702 1 0.91
TER3 -4.82 0.70 -0.74 0.221 0 -1.00
NGC6171 M107 -7.12 1.53 -1.02 0.522 0 -0.73
1636-283 -4.02 1.00 -1.50 0.025 0 -0.40
NGC6205 M13 -8.55 1.53 -1.53 0.868 1 0.97
NGC6218 M12 -7.31 1.34 -1.37 0.863 0 0.97
NGC6229 -8.06 1.50 -1.47 0.699 2 0.24
NGC6235 -6.29 1.53 -1.28 0.420 1 0.89
NGC6254 M10 -7.48 1.38 -1.56 0.565 0 0.98
PAL15 -5.51 0.60 -2.07 0.626 2 1.00
NGC6266 M62 -9.18 1.71 -1.18 0.848 0 0.32
NGC6273 M19 -9.13 1.53 -1.74 0.979 0 0.96
NGC6287 -7.36 1.38 -2.10 0.694 0 0.98
NGC6304 -7.30 1.80 -0.45 0.295 0 -1.00
NGC6316 -8.34 1.65 -0.45 0.553 0 -1.00
NGC6341 M92 -8.21 1.68 -2.31 0.740 1 0.91
NGC6333 M9 -7.95 1.25 -1.77 0.844 0 0.87
NGC6356 -8.51 1.59 -0.40 0.608 0 -1.00
NGC6352 -6.47 1.10 -0.64 0.393 0 -1.00
IC1257 -6.15 1.55 -1.70 0.399 2 1.00
NGC6366 -5.74 0.74 -0.59 0.388 1 -0.97
NGC6362 -6.95 1.09 -0.99 0.539 0 -0.58
TER4 HP4 -4.48 0.90 -1.41 0.315 0 1.00
LILLER1 -7.32 2.30 -0.33 0.114 0 -1.00
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Table A.1. continue
GC Name MV c [Fe/H] IQR2 t HBR
NGC6380 TON1 -7.50 1.55 -0.75 0.427 0 -1.00
Ton2 -6.17 1.30 -0.70 0.261 0 -1.00
NGC6388 -9.41 1.75 -0.55 0.644 0 -1.00
NGC6402 M14 -9.10 0.99 -1.28 1.137 1 0.65
NGC6401 -7.90 1.69 -1.02 0.610 0 0.35
NGC6397 -6.64 2.50 -2.02 0.274a 0 0.98
PAL6 -6.79 1.10 -0.91 0.455 0 -1.00
NGC6426 -6.67 1.70 -2.15 0.395 1 0.58
TER5 Ter11 -7.42 1.62 -0.23 0.385 0 -1.00
NGC6440 -8.75 1.62 -0.36 0.643 0 -1.00
NGC6441 -9.63 1.74 -0.46 0.660 0 -1.00
UKS1 -6.91 2.10 -0.64 0.109 0 -1.00
NGC6496 -7.20 0.70 -0.46 0.683 0 -1.00
Djorg2 -7.00 1.50 -0.65 0.348 0 -1.00
NGC6517 -8.25 1.82 -1.23 0.662 0 0.62
TER10 -6.35 0.75 -1.79 0.499 0 -1.00
NGC6535 -4.75 1.33 -1.79 0.208 1 1.00
NGC6528 -6.57 1.50 -0.11 0.265 0 -1.00
NGC6539 -8.29 1.74 -0.63 0.510 0 -1.00
NGC6544 -6.94 1.63 -1.40 0.522 0 1.00
NGC6541 -8.52 1.86 -1.81 0.744 0 1.00
NGC6553 -7.77 1.16 -0.18 0.623 0 -1.00
IC1276 PAL7 -6.67 1.33 -0.75 0.347 0 -1.00
TER12 -4.14 0.57 -0.50 0.137 0 -1.00
NGC6569 -8.28 1.31 -0.76 0.688 0 -0.82
NGC6584 -7.69 1.47 -1.50 0.592 1 -0.15
NGC6626 M28 -8.16 1.67 -1.32 0.732 0 0.90
NGC6638 -7.12 1.33 -0.95 0.516 0 -0.30
NGC6637 M69 -7.64 1.38 -0.64 0.517 0 -1.00
NGC6642 -6.66 1.99 -1.26 0.213 0 -0.04
NGC6652 -6.66 1.80 -0.81 0.171 0 -1.00
NGC6656 M22 -8.50 1.38 -1.70 0.907 0 0.91
PAL8 -5.51 1.53 -0.37 0.048 0 -1.00
NGC6712 -7.50 1.05 -1.02 0.656 1 -0.62
NGC6715 M54 -9.98 2.04 -1.49 1.169 3 0.54
NGC6717 PAL9 -5.66 2.07 -1.26 0.109 0 0.98
NGC6723 -7.83 1.11 -1.10 0.761 0 -0.08
NGC6749 -6.70 0.79 -1.60 0.787 1 1.00
NGC6752 -7.73 2.50 -1.54 0.772a 0 1.00
NGC6760 -7.84 1.65 -0.40 0.456 0 -1.00
NGC6779 M56 -7.41 1.38 -1.98 0.704 1 0.98
TER7 -5.01 0.93 -0.32 0.173 3 -1.00
PAL10 -5.79 0.58 -0.10 0.454 0 -1.00
ARP2 -5.29 0.88 -1.75 0.425 3 0.53
NGC6809 M55 -7.57 0.93 -1.94 0.725 0 0.87
TER8 -5.07 0.60 -2.16 0.541 3 1.00b
PAL11 -6.92 0.57 -0.40 0.677 1 -1.00
NGC6838 M71 -5.61 1.15 -0.78 0.257 0 -1.00
NGC6864 M75 -8.57 1.80 -1.29 0.650 1 -0.07
NGC6934 -7.45 1.53 -1.47 0.570 1 0.25
NGC6981 M72 -7.04 1.21 -1.42 0.596 1 0.14
NGC7006 -7.67 1.41 -1.52 0.596 2 -0.28
NGC7078 M15 -9.19 2.29 -2.37 0.501 1 0.67
NGC7089 M2 -9.03 1.59 -1.65 0.933 1 0.92
NGC7099 M30 -7.45 2.50 -2.27 0.607a 1 0.89
PAL13 -3.76 0.66 -1.88 0.124 2 -0.20
NGC7492 -5.81 0.72 -1.78 0.618 2 0.81
(a) not used in the calibrating Eq. (2).
(b) HBR from Carretta et al. (2010a)
